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31,51031,513Biology and Science Lab 

McKenzie House

4,0004,000Parking Lot, 714 Windsor St, 

Parking Lot, 716 Windsor St. 

Vacant Lot, 870 Windsor St. 

Maggie Jean Chestnut House 

Land-Church St.

College Field

New Heating Plant

Murray House

Holy Cross House

STU Administration Bldg.

L. B. Rink Parking Lot
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1,000,000
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1,000,000STU Women’s Residence95,0004,80090,200

I650,000650,000STU Men's Residence550,000515,00035,000
850,000 
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850,000STU Academic Bldg.31,80626,4005,396 I1,800,000 
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14,94014,941

3,429,0003,429,000Campus Area TOTAL
750,000750,000Aitken House
341,100334,8006,300Old Arts Bldg.

drilled and blasted and all that re
mains is for the ore to be mucked- 
out.

Continued from page 1
rective measures had been taken 
and proper ventilation insured by 
the company.

4,3404,341Historical Art Observatory
2,100,0002,100,000Coring Bailey Hall

said that Brunswick 
member of the Noranda

825,000 “Our position is that the com
pany leave that ore where it is 

group and that their expertise an(j isolate the remainder of the 
could more than handle the prob- mipe on that jeve| an(j move on 
lems involved at the mines.

825,000 Moennan
Bridges House was a

850.000850,000Carleton Hall
2,400,000 fo other areas,” Levert said.

He also reported that the mi- Although no replies to the 
ning expert from the Mines de- union’s public statementshave 
oartment of the Department of appeared as yet, the tone of the 
Natural Resources had inspected officials’ public statements ape 
the mine and made recommenda- that the mme is t y P 

regarding ,he supply of ms- ^^'1,'", ÎL ÏÏÜ5S5
piralory^qurpmor to buye„ overseas and they must
declared Îhat the mine was ready be met if Brunswick is to cont.nue 

for working.

2,400,000Chemistry Bldg.
4,000,0004,000,000Head Hall
1,800,0001,800,000Forestry and Geology Bldg.

825,000825,000Harrison House
549,900549,900Heating Plant and Services Bldg. areas.
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the mine owners or the miners. | 
We have a number of questions 
that we want answers for first.

“We want to know, what the 
extent of the fire is? How much 
it has increased in size since it 
began in January of 1971? Is 
there any danger of the mine col
lapsing as the fire consumes pil- 
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750,000750,000Jones House
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Lady Beaverbrook Gym

Old Neville House Admin, and P R.
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same man 
1967 at the smelter when we were 
threatened with lead poisoning. He 
said that everything was all right 

it? The men asscmbl-
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in reply to steelworkers 
representative Ed Lcvert’s ques-
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company had better give us 
better assurances than this Chap- seven
man’s report before we send our ground . ^crt sai ‘
brothers back into that mine,” in his address to hJ m ne ^ 
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531 ‘WhaTthV union wants is some mine safe,, M>|-J*l 
proof that it is safe to be under- an explosion on Oct. 10 that trap 
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that the management of die mine ted to the immediate evacuation 
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wants to clean up some rich ore 
near the area where the sulpher 
fire has been burning for the past 
year and a half. The ore has been
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The matter of bulkheads is a 
matter of concern to the miners 
and the union officials.
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